Once upon a time, there was a good fairy on stage dancing. She was in a play with a bad fairy. The bad fairy was holding a pillow, a magic pillow which when you touch it, you fall right to sleep.

The bad fairy was standing right in front of the good fairy, so no one could see her dancing! Then the good fairy finished her dance, but she danced too close to the bad fairy, touched the pillow and fell right to sleep on the pillow.

The audience kept on taking pictures and watching the two fairies. The bad fairy then took the good fairy off the stage, out of the school, and back to her house. Then she put a spell on the good fairy to make her stay asleep and never, ever, wake up.

Once she had cast her spell, the bad fairy then took the good fairy back to the school and put her back on stage. But in the audience there was a good princess with a magic wand, and she waved her wand and broke the bad fairy’s spell.

The good fairy then woke up, saw the audience, and started dancing again. She danced and danced, and kept on dancing until the show ended. The princess’s parents, the king and queen, clapped and said “Bravo!” very loud.

The good fairy’s parents clapped and shouted “Bravo!” too — everyone did! But the parents were the first to throw flowers onto the stage for the good fairy. Everyone else then threw flowers too, but not for the bad fairy.

The End